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Regional Profile
Population and Total Output
Estimated Residential Population: 302,442
(ABS 2015)
• Estimated + 8% population growth in the last
3 years (ABS 2015)
• Total output (revenue) estimate for G21
Region is $29.6 billion

Employment
• Total jobs base in the G21 Region: 98,003
jobs (ABS 2011)
• G21 residents with employment (within or
outside of the G21 area): 125,056
59.1% of locals with jobs are employed within
the Region (73,965)

(REMPLAN)

51,091 local residents currently work outside the
region. (REMPLAN)

Unemployment

Disadvantage

• There have been 6,945 registered jobseekers
in G21 region in Jan 2016
• Job seekers grew +1.8% between
December 2015 and January 2016 (Social
Services Labour Market and Related
Payments – A monthly profile January 2016)
• Estimated long term job seekers (over
12 months unemployed) = 4,584 and short
term job seekers = 2,361
Unemployment figures only include: New
Start and Youth Allowance. The figures do not
include: people not participating in the labour
force; people with disability or other benefits;
people underemployed

Industry Profile
• Industries are categorised into 19 core
industries, 45 secondary categories, and
111 tertiary categories.
• The majority of the Region’s income is
generated by Manufacturing (13%).
Followed by Rental, Hiring & Real Estate
(9.7%), Construction (9.6%), Health Care
(5.1%), and Retail (5%).

• The G21 postcodes targeted by the GROW
Program experience acute disadvantage in
comparison to the rest of the region.
• Evidence from a range of sources highlight
the comparative disadvantage of the four
target postcodes, such as the Comparative
SEIFA scores in comparison with the overall
G21. (1000 is the Australian average)
G21 Corio Norlane Whittington Colac
993 857 736 825 851

Business Profile
• 16,489 businesses in the G21 Region.
Business size profiles (Community Profile)
• 21 businesses employ 200+ people
• 384 employ 20 – 199 people
• 1,627 employ 1–19 people
• 4,600 employ 1–4 people
• 9,857 registered as sole traders

(REMPLAN)
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Online Survey Findings
The online surey was distributed by GROW partners including the Chamber of Commerce, Committee
for Geelong, GROW, G21 Region Alliance, Give Where You Live, ICT Geelong and the City of Greater
Geelong. One hundred and sixty diverse organsiations completed the survey.

1. Is buying from local organisations a
consideration in your approach to
purchasing?

3. What do you believe is your
percentage of your total
purchasing spend with local
suppliers?

5. Do you have an active program
employing people from disadvantaged
backgrounds, or work with local
agencies to assist you to do this? e.g.
long term unemployed, indigenous,
disability?

2. If yes, what is the main reason you may choose a
local supplier?

4. Why don’t you buy some products or services
locally?

6. What would make it easier to purchase from local
suppliers?

7. Do you measure and report on how much you buy locally or how many people you employ
from disadvantaged backgrounds?

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Expenditure and Potential Impact
A: Estimated procurement spend allocation for
the G21 Region per annum (REMPLAN 2014 data)

B: Destination of $9bn non-local spend
(elsewhere in Australia and overseas)

Total Spend $
Local $

$17.4bn

$8.2bn

Non-Local $

$9.2bn

Economic multipliers – effect of additional expenditure
Direct - Jobs through additional spend and direct increase in Output (Revenue for the Region)

+

Indirect - Other businesses indirectly gain from this spend - increased demand for raw
materials and services creates further jobs and revenue
+
Indirect - Other businesses benefit from new employees spending additional disposable
income creating further jobs and revenue
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Industry Focus
The economic modelling has demonstrated that many of the industry categories with the most extensive
opportunities to increase local expenditure, are also categories which could deliver a significant number
of jobs for the region. The priorities emerging from this analysis have been influenced by the nature of
the project participants. The project participants were all Compact members who offered to provide
detailed expenditure and employment data as part of their commitment to the objectives of GROW
and the RPEMP project. While there is a good cross-section of organisations, they were not intended to
be fully representative of industries in the G21 Region. There are other industries that should be examined
more closely beyond the scope of this project.
The industries highlighted through the RPEMP all meet the following key criteria:
• High levels of expenditure within the G21 Region;
• High levels of non-local expenditure;
• It can be demonstrated that increased expenditure locally will create significant job numbers; and
• The jobs created include diverse and present entry level roles and career opportunities for the
GROW targeted communities.
Overall Industry Recommendations:
1. Undertake a series of Industry-based workshops to build on the Regional Action Plan to explore
specific local and social procurement opportunities.
2. Work with existing Industry Groups or support establishment of new ones to deliver on the Industry
Actions.
3. Workshop-based process that is designed to:
a. Build on the data and findings of the RPEMP to engage industry, procurers and other agencies to
develop and strengthen specific regional industry strategies to drive local and social procurement,
supplier capability, employment pathways and development
b. Stimulate the establishment and growth of suppliers in these identified industry sectors through
innovative strategies, such as:
i. Joint purchasing initiatives
ii. Closed group
iii. Tender processes (e.g. for social enterprises)
iv. Creating pilot schemes to support development of new suppliers

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Industry Focus Area: Professional and Administration
Features
a. Covers a range of large and smaller businesses providing a diverse range of services;
b. High levels of non-local spend identified through the regional data assessment of the project
participants;
c. Feedback through the consultation that there is a lack of awareness of what local businesses exists
in these categories and where to find them;
d. Perception that local businesses in these categories lack capacity, or specialist expertise; and
e. Growing range of service industry jobs in these categories from entry level through all career
levels make this a very attractive area to support employment and training outcomes for GROW
targeted communities.
Local opportunity: The high levels of non-local spend indicate a significant opportunity to support
economic and employment development in G21 through strengthening local procurement.
Social opportunity: While some of the jobs created will be in high skill areas, areas such as administration,
customer service and data entry provide entry level roles with long term career prospects that would suit
employment from the target communities.

Professional, Scientific & Tech Services

Regional

Total Spend

Local Spend

$597M

$407M

$190M

+5%

+10%

Jobs

74

150

298

Output

$19M

$38M

$77M

Participants

$148M

+20%

$27M

$121M

+20%

+5%

+10%

Jobs

48

95

191

Output

$12M

$24M

$48M

> High levels of non-local spend, particularly in the Project Participants
> Significant opportunities for job creation
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Non-local Spend
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Administrative & Support Services

Regional

Total Spend

Local Spend

$302M

$207M

Non-local Spend

$95M

+5%

+10%

Jobs

38

76

152

Output

$10M

$20M

$40M

$20M

$19M

+20%

Participants

$39M

+20%

+5%

+10%

Jobs

8

15

30

Output

$2M

$4M

$8M

> Significant amount of non-local spend
> Opportunities for job creation at all levels, including entry level roles

Industry Focus Area: Construction and Facilities Management
Features
a. A significant amount of overall construction spend is going outside of the region, despite
increasing local capacity;
b. There are relatively few key procurers and suppliers for major construction in the region, providing
an opportunity to build on some good examples of experience to date. Work is already underway
through GROW, changing the way procurement is undertaken and supporting suppliers in
delivering on social and local procurement requirements;
c. A lack of consideration for local and social objectives in early planning and supplier engagement
and in contract monitoring and performance measurement is limiting the outcomes achieved;
d. While there are some exceptions, there is overall little evidence that suppliers from outside of the
region are being encouraged/ mandated to deliver local or social outcomes (e.g. through local/
social employment, subcontracting or materials purchase) for the G21 Region;
e. There is still a large amount of expenditure leaving the region in the Building Services (facilities
management) area, despite the relatively large local supplier base; and
f. Construction and building services present a range of entry level opportunities (e.g.
apprenticeships and trainees) for targeted communities that can then present long-term career
opportunities.
Local opportunity: A significant amount of overall construction spend is coming from outside of the
region, despite increasing local capacity, presenting opportunities to increase local spend and ensure
sub-contracting and materials spend are maximised from non-local companies.
Social opportunity: Construction and building services present a range of entry level opportunities (e.g.
apprenticeships and trainees) for targeted communities that can then present long-term development
into a range of careers.

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Construction – General Civil and Building
Total Spend

Regional

$1.15
bn

Local Spend

$917M

Non-local Spend

$236M

+5%

+10%

Jobs

71

141

282

Output

$27M

$54M

$108M

$43M

$40M

+20%

Participants

$83M

+20%

+5%

+10%

Jobs

10

22

42

Output

$4.5M

$9M

$18M

> Large industry area with significant levels of non-local spend
> Regional figures indicate higher levels of local spend than project participants
> Opportunities to increase local spend and maximise job opportunities for targeted communities
Construction Services – Building Services

Regional

Total Spend

Local Spend

$877M

$701M

Non-local Spend

$176M

+5%

+10%

Jobs

70

141

282

Output

$20M

$40M

$80M

$69M

$32M

+20%

Participants

$101M

+20%

+5%

+10%

Jobs

13

25

50

Output

$3.5M

$7M

$14M

> Despite the benefits of using local suppliers for provision of these services, there is still significant
non-local expenditure
> Opportunities for job creation, including entry level roles for apprenticeships and trainees
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Industry Focus Area: Manufacturing and Waste Services
Features
a. Manufacturing is the largest spend area for the region. While the scale is not truly represented in
the GROW participants group, there is a very high amount of non-local spend that presents an
important opportunity for regional economic and employment impact;
b. The perception that the region is no longer a manufacturing hub, may impact on buyers’ lack of
spend locally in this category;
c. While there will always be significant external spend in this category, there is a lack of
awareness of what is available and the changing, and in some areas growing capacity of local
manufacturers;
d. While some jobs are in high skill areas, manufacturing still presents an important area of
employment for roles at all levels;
e. Close to half of expenditure in the waste services area goes outside of the region despite the
availability of local suppliers;
f. Changes in spend patterns in Waste Services would generate significant employment gains for the
region and a number of the jobs in this category provide entry level roles for targeted community
members; and
g. The Waste Services category has a strong record of social enterprise activity and in providing
intermediate labour market roles and longer-term roles for people with a disability.
Local opportunity: Manufacturing is a huge spend area for the region. While the scale is not truly
represented in the GROW participants group, there is a significant amount of non-local spend that
presents an important opportunity for an economic and employment impact. Waste services present an
excellent opportunity to increase local expenditure and ensure local employment benefits.
Social opportunity: While some of the jobs created will be in high skill areas, manufacturing still presents an
important area of employment for roles at all levels. Waste services has a strong record of social enterprise
activity and intermediate labour market and disability roles.

Waste Collection, Disposal and Treatment

Participants

Total Spend

Local Spend

Non-local Spend

$33M

$17M

$16M

+20%

+5%

+10%

Jobs

6

12

24

Output

$0.4M

$0.8M

$1.6M

> Regional Spend unavailable
> Half of the participant spend is to non-local suppliers despite the nature of the work benefitting
local delivery in many areas
> High levels of opportunity available to strengthen social procurement and jobs from targeted
communities

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Manufacturing

Regional

Total Spend

Local Spend

$8.32
bn

$1.97
bn

Non-local Spend

$6.35
bn

+5%

+10%

Jobs

714

1431

2861

Output

$429M

$858M

$1717M

Participants

$65M

+20%

$18M

$47M

+20%

+5%

+10%

Jobs

6

12

24

Output

$2.35M

$4.7M

$9.5M

> Very high expenditure area
> Regional spend indicates around 25% local
> High levels of non-local spend across participants
> Scale presents a significant opportunity for job creation

Industry Focus Area: Health Care & Social Assistance
Features
a. While regional spend overall is high, these categories are not well represented in the project
participants’ expenditure. However the data does indicate that a significant amount of
expenditure is going out of the region.
b. The high labour elements within these categories mean that even a small change in spend
patterns could have a large regional employment impact.
c. This category is the largest employer in the region and the fastest growing sector nationally, making
this a priority for social procurement and employment opportunity development. The range of
roles available from entry level through to diverse and sustainable career options further support
the importance of development in this sector in providing opportunities for the GROW targeted
communities.
Local opportunity: While spend across the Project participants is relatively low, health care and social
assistance services are a significant regional spend area. A large percentage of expenditure is currently
going outside of the region and the high labour elements within these categories mean that even a small
change in spend patterns could have a large regional employment impact.
Social opportunity: These categories are the highest employment industry categories for the region and
are the fastest growing sector nationally, making this a priority for social procurement and employment
from GROW targeted communities, particularly given the range of roles from entry level to long-term
careers.
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Health Care & Social Assistance

Regional

Total Spend

Local Spend

$355M

$243M

Non-local Spend

$112M

+5%

+10%

Jobs

76

150

300

Output

$11M

$22M

$44M

$19M

$6M

$13M

Participants

+20%

+5%

+10%

Jobs

9

19

+20%
37

Output

$1.3M

$2.65M

$5.3M

> Regional Spend levels indicate around 1/3 non-local spend
> While spend levels across participants are relatively low, a significant amount is going to non-local
suppliers.
> The job generation impact of even a small movement of spend locally can have a very significant
job impact
> The jobs available in this field present both entry level and career opportunities for the GROW
targeted communities
> Health Care and Social Assistance is the highest employment industry area and fastest growing
nationally
> Current Jobs = 14,608 (G21)

Direct job impact of even a small increase in local participant spend significant:

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Report Recommendations
The RPEMP Report has identified seven key focus areas to address the identified social and economic
development opportunities. These include:
> Focus Area 1: Program Establishment and Governance
> Focus Area 2: Expanding the GROW Compact Model
> Focus Area 3: Strengthening Procurement Capability and Innovation
> Focus Area 4: Local Supplier Portal
> Focus Area 5: Dashboards and a Shared Measurement Framework
> Focus Area 6: Supply Chain Capacity Building
> Focus Area 7: Social Enterprise Development Program

Focus Area 1: Program Establishment and Governance
There are a range of related programs underway across the G21 region that connect with the local
and social procurement opportunities identified through the RPEMP. A key next step identified through
the consultation and particularly at the regional workshop, was to further develop the collaborative
approach across the region to leverage and support existing programs and organisations to maximise
the shared benefits. The RPEMP Regional Action Plan identified some key opportunities to strengthen
governance and collaboration, including:
> Establish GROW Regional Innovative Procurement Program (GRIPP)
• The GRiPP aims to bring together related local and social procurement activities and support the
development of new projects, through co-ordinated goverance and an integrated Regional Plan
• The GRiPP Steering Group to include: G21, Give Where You Live, Chambers of Commerce,
Committee for Geelong, GROW, Councils, RDV, GMC, others.
• Establishment steps may include:
–

Hold initial Workshop (follow-on from April REMP Workshop) to review and prioritise the Regional
Action Plan, determine responsibility for actions, and confirm on-going GRiPP model and
on-going governance

– Groups responsible for individual actions to report to Quarterly GRiPP Meetings to ensure
on-going collaboration, action tracking and reporting

Focus Area 2: Expanding the GROW Compact Model
One of the key international models that can inform a regional approach is the idea of ‘Anchor
Organisational Programs’. The Anchor Organisation model has been championed by Living Cities and
the Initiative for a Competitive Inner City (ICIC), amongst others and include key examples such as the
Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE) Program. Anchor Programs build from a collaborative
base involving Organisations that tend to be stable, deeply rooted in place and major procurers in a
regional economy. The original GROW Compact signees represent some of these organisation. The
Program then broadens to include a much wider set of organisations to link local supply chains.
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Living Cities (formerly the National Community Development Initiative)
Living Cities was founded in 1991 to harness the collective power of 22 of the world’s largest
foundations and financial institutions towards building a new type of urban practice that gets
dramatically better results for low-income people, faster. It works with cross-sector leaders in cities
to develop and scale new approaches geared towards achieving dramatic improvement of the
economic well-being of low-income earners. www.livingcities.org/blog/206-anchor-procurement-asa-lever-for-economic-opportunity-challenges-and-opportunities
ICIC
Founded in 1994 by Harvard Business School Professor Michael Porter, the Initiative for a Competitive
Inner City (ICIC) is the leading authority on inner city economic development with a reputation for
effectively helping cities to develop strategies that capitalize on a community’s unique competitive
advantages. ICIC has advised over 50 cities across the U.S. on economic development since its
inception. ICIC’s mission is to promote economic prosperity in America’s inner cities through private
sector engagement that leads to jobs, income, and wealth creation for local residents.
www.icic.org/ee_uploads/pdf/ICIC_NEWARK_rprt_REV.pdf

G21 Regional Opportunities for Work (GROW) Compact
The GROW Compact provides a structured foundation (similar to Intenational Anchor Organisation
models) to lead and support the broader range of regional local and social procurement programs with
a focus on driving employment in the GROW targeted communities. The level of interest and activity
underway already in the first few months from the 20 initial signatories demonstrates the value of public
senior level commitment to the region. The growing range of Compact programs available, including
the Compact Action Network, Pilot projects, the Social Procurement Tookit and the Organisational and
Regional Dashboards are providing direct benefits to members, while the members are strengthening
their commitment to the Region. Building the GROW Membership numbers to a target of 200 will create
a critical mass of organisations committed to using their routine spend and purchasing power to effect
social and local economic outcomes.
The Anchor Organisational Model provides a potential template for the on-going development of the
GROW Program to address opportunities identified through the RPEMP. Key developments could include:
> Establishing a tiered membership structure, including an appropriate verifcation process, that
provides a development pathway for Members and public recognition of the level it has attained.
Each tier would reflect increasing levels of complexity and commitment in organisational local
and social procurement policies and practices. Attention should be given to ensuring low-level
tiers are available, to ensure the barrier is not too high for new entrants (tier-one may simply reflect
having signed up to the Compact, for example), and to providing for different scale organisations
(ie. smaller entities). Members would be entitled to include the tier recognition within their
own branding.
> Establishing a Learning & Development Pathways Program to support organisations in developing
their practice.
> Establishing an Expert Support Panel that is pre-qualified to provide specific support to buyers and
suppliers (funded or fee for service) in delivering local and social procurement outcomes together
with high quality, cost effective supply results.

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Focus Area 3: Strengthening Procurement Capability and Innovation
Building the capability of procurers and purchases across the region was identified as critical for the
success of local and social procurement. While there is growing maturity of practice in a few key
organisations, there is still a limited level of resource, capacity and capability across the region. This
impacts not only on local and social procurement outcomes, but on overall perfomance, quality, costeffectiveness and project and service delivery. The proposed GRiPP provides an opportunity to build on
and broaden the GROW Program and other development projects underway to deliver a co-ordinated
range of activities and support, including potential initiatives such as:
> Leveraging the (ALCOA Foundation funded) GROW Social Procurement Toolkit through education
programs at regional, industry and organisational levels to strengthen procurement knowledge
and skills regionally;
> Track and support Compact Member progress through annual online assessment of ‘Local and
Social/ Strategic Procurement Readiness’;
> Continue to identify and respond to procurement/ purchasing development opportunities
identified at all levels;
> Provide leadership through GRiPP and the Compact Action Network to progress innovative and
collaborative opportunities such as:
– Establishing procurement-category-specific groupings of Members that have significant spends
in similar areas (data from the Economic Modelling project could be used as a starting point for
this), to drill into opportunity analysis on a category basis;
– Identifying and removing barriers that may be inhibiting local and regional suppliers from
responding to opportunities, for example – long payment periods; risk transference that
achieves little but creates a burden on smaller or newer suppliers; cumbersome standardised
qualification processes that include elements not relevant to specific tenders;
– Identifying, developing and jointly implementing standardised supplier qualifications and/or
reporting measures – so that the same information and processes could be used for contracts
with any Member;
– Identifying, developing and jointly implementing incentives for suppliers to employ locally
and to develop the local workforce – eg. weightings in contracts; requiring engagement
with specialist employment intermediaries; requiring various types of reporting in contract
performance;
– The development, trial, implementation and ongoing improvement of measures and
approaches to reporting on local and social employment across the Member base, to
facilitate benchmarking and continuous development around local employment outcomes;
and
– Strategically supporting the development of relevant and high quality local suppliers through,
for example establishing a joint funding pool that finances capacity building activities.
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Focus Area 4: Local Supplier Portal
One of the most common issues identified throughout the consultation was the inability to find and easily
purchase from local suppliers. There was an almost universal interest from large and small organisations
in increasing their purchasing from local suppliers. Yet even in the larger organisations, if it is not easy to
access local suppliers, then time pressures will usually dictate ‘business as usual’.
The opportunity identified is to establish a single regional ‘Supplier Portal’ including the following features:
> Provides easy access to ‘genuine’ local suppliers;
> Enables local suppliers to be identified by industry or type;
> Enables supplers to be identified as social enterprises or GROW Compact members;
> Enables either “a seach and discovery facility ” alone for orgs with their own integrated systems in
place or a Request for Quotation and potentially direct purchasing processes through the portal;
> Is commercially sustainable with the right model and resourcing in place to ensure the portal is
always kept up to date; and
> Supports tracking and reporting of local supplier activity.
A trusted and effective supplier portal would:
> Be universally agreed to be the platform the region is collaboratively building and using
> Make it easy for small to medium enterprises to identify and purchase from local suppliers
> Enable procurement teams to provide easy access to their cross-oragnisational buyers to
local suppliers
> Enable organisations from outside Geelong to get easy access to local subcontractors,
materials etc.
The regional workshop identified the opportunity to build on work already in the region by ‘developing’
a portal, including:
> Leveraging off the existing Enterprise Geelong Business Register;
> Building off the Pundit Connect product developed in Geelong and currently providing access to
professional services;
> Make it easy for small to medium enterprises to identify and purchase from local suppliers; and
> Using the recommended GRiPP regional governance model to develop and endorse a
collaborative region-wide approach to address this critical opportunity.

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Focus Area 5: Dashboards / Shared Measurement Framework
Creating an effective measurement framework is critical for the sustainability of any change program,
and will be vital for work on optimising the impact of local and social procurement across the G21
region. The regional measurement framework will need to assess data against different types of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as:
General KPIs

Specific KPIs

Local

Local

> % of $ change of procurement coming into
the region

Social
> Changes in SEIFA Index
> Unemployment rates in GROW target
communities compared to the regional
average

> Increasing expenditure through local suppliers
> Increased local impact of non-local suppliers
(sub-contractors, materials, local employment
etc.)
Social
> Increased expenditure through social
enterprises or indigenous businesses
> Number of personnel from targeted areas
employed through social procurement and
direct employment practice (no. & days)

Both general and specific KPIs will play a role in tracking the impact of a regional program. Yet while
general KPIs will be vital to tracking medium to long-term impact, they are not always easily accessible
to a broader audience across the region. They also tend to be updated infrequently and act as
measures of past activity (i.e.’lag’ indicators) making them difficult to use to measure progress and tailor
development activity on a short or medium term basis.
The specific KPIs are far more relevant as indicators of direct impact, but rely on a program of data
collection, analysis and visualisation, as they are not collected in the ordinary course of business by most
organisations or collated at a regional level.
The RPEMP has relied on a direct data collection process from GROW Compact members. The data
response was excellent, reflecting the level of commitment from the participating organisations to the
GROW objectives, not only to the overall directions of the Program, but to being able to better measure
their own individual impact on regional economic and employment, providing a ‘business case’ for
further activity.
As part of the RPEMP, an initial set of visualisation ‘Dashboards’ has been created, bringing the collected
organisational data together with economic multipliers and broader data from other sources. GROW has
committed to building on this activity to provide an on-going data analysis, tracking and reporting tool
that both supports and encourages individual organisational activity, and the broader regional program.
This form of tracking provides ‘lead’ indicators of the impact of local and social procurement
development, that enable frequent monitoring and the tailoring of development activity at
organisation, industry and regional levels.
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Examples of the Regional Dashboards are pictured below:
Target 2020 – 7% moves from non-local to local spend

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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5% moves from non-local to local spend

10% moves from non-local to local spend
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Focus Area 6: Supply Chain Capacity Building
The key to increasing local business participation in both regional and national/ international supply
chains is taking a structured and strategic approach to building supply chain capacity. The RPEMP
has confirmed and highlighted the appetite for local procurement across the region. The Project has
also identified at a high level the industry categories that could be targeted to deliver economic and
employment outcomes, including growth in employment for the GROW target communities.
While there is already a significant amount of activity underway to address capacity and capability
gaps, the consultation indicated a desire for continued innovation, co-ordination and targeting of
programs. Examples such as the Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE) and the Illawarra
Economic Gardening Program demonstrate opportunities to continue to develop in this area. Key
opportunities could include:
> Identify any gaps in existing business support infrastructure – Undertake an audit on what support is
currently available to local businesses at all levels – start-up, assistance in improving performance,
supporting growth and development and scaling up/ partnering to respond to specific
opportunities. The audit should address the quality, cost, availability, relevance and integration of
programs to enable recommendations and future activites to target support where it can have
the biggest impact.
> Detailed Opportunity analysis – Build on the work of the RPEMP Report to combine procurement
data with Geelong Region competitive advantage factors (eg. resources available, proximity
to markets, port, convertible skills base etc) to better refine the understanding of the growth
potential, and target activities
> Identify and support the relevant organisations in developing Industry Action Groups and Industry
Action Plans as part of the GROW Regional Innovative Procurement Program that address
opportunities for both buyers and suppliers across the key industry areas identified through the
RPEMP such as;
– Professional and Administration
– Construction and Facilities Management
– Manufacturing and Waste Services
– Health Care and Social Assistance
> Build on the specific Industry Groups highlighted in the Regional RPEMP Workshop including:
Manufacturing (GMC), Local Government (MAV LEAP Program), State Government (Regional)
Agencies, ICT (ICT Geelong), Construction (UDIA) etc.

Focus Area 7: Social Enterprise Development Program
Social enterprises are an increasingly important part of the economic landscape in Australia. While there
is no formal legal definition in Australia, social enterprises can be defined (Social Traders) as organisations
that:
> Are driven by a public or community cause, be it social, environmental, cultural or economic;
> Derive most of their income from trade, not donations; and
> Use the majority of their profits to work towards their social mission
A significant number of social enterprises are focused on providing employment opportunities for people
with barriers to entering the workforce – providing both intermediate and long-term labour market
opportunities. Increasing social enterprise spend can be a very effective way of using procurement
expenditure to directly support targeted employment outcomes.

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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While there are a number of social enterprises in the G21 region, the sector is underdeveloped and there
is a significant opportunity to increase their number, size and level of impact on the GROW targeted
communities. The data collected through the project on social enterprise expenditure is based on
the limited number of self-identified social enterprises on the Social Traders database. This confirms
the challenge identified universally through the consultation, that while there is a strong appetite to
purchase from social enterprises, there is limited visibility and understanding of who they are, and what
goods and services are available.
Key opportunities for Social Enterprise development include:
> Build on the existing network activity and establish an on-going GROW Social Enterprise Network,
including key representatives from social enterprises and support organisations, including: Councils
and Social Traders etc. Network to lead and support the proposed Accelerator Program and other
social enterprise capability and opportunity development activity development.
> Work with the Social Enterprise Network to establish a development (Accelerator) program,
including elements such as:
– Map and certify Social Traders against ABNs (potential link with Social Traders Connect
program)
– ABNs to be used to track, report on and expand social enterprise expenditure across
Compact members
– Incorporate social enterprises into the Regional Supplier Portal
– Hold a targeted Expo/ Roadshow to increase visibility and awareness of what social enterprises
can offer
– Explore regional participation in Peak Body Programs (e.g. Social Traders) to support
SE development
– Integrate with Council and State Government social enterprise strategies and development
programs
– Explore access to existing business development inititatives for Social Enterprises
As part of the REMP data collection, social enterprise expenditure was tracked based on the limited
number of social enterprises currently identified in the Social Traders Database (Social Enterprises from
the G21 Region):
Project Participants – Social Enterprise Activity (2014/15 figures)
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Local Spend with Social Enterprises

$562,277.48

Non-Local Spend with Social Enterprises

$9,651.73

Total participant’s Social Enterprise Spend

$571,929.21

% of participants who use Social Enteprises

53%

% of participant spend with social enterprises

0.07%
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Current list of Social Enterprises from the G21 Region.

Enterprises

Name and address
Back to Back Theatre
60 Little Malop St, Geelong (03) 52212029

• Arts

Corio Bay Innovators Inc.
4 Little Ryrie St, Geelong (03) 52231288

• dal Café & Catering

Diversitat
153 Pakington St, Geelong West (03) 52216044

• Wholefoods
• The Pulse

Encompass Community Services
400 Pakington St, Geelong VIC 3220 (03)5222 3377

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Munch ‘n’Crunch
HomeStart (preloved Furniture)
Ready Start (preloved business clothing)
Hub – Ceramic Studio
Urban Farm – The Paddock
Cleaning Services
Gardening Services

Geelong Disabled People’s Industries
6-8 Baxter Road, North Geelong (03) 52789411

•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource recovery
Packaging
Document storage and shredding
Pallets
Industrial Rags
Light Manufacturing

Karingal
1 Riverview Tce Belmont 3216 (03) 52498950

Business Services
• Packaging,
• Mail, printing and
Marketing
• Commercial Laundry
• Signs and Badges
• Warehousing and
Logistics
Commercial Landcare
• Grounds
Maintenance
• Industrial gardening
• Broad Acre Mowing
• Tree Planting &
revegetation
• Nursery

Pathways
145-147 Victoria Street North Geelong
(03) 52723123

• Clear Water Property Care

Scope
2-10 Balcombe Road Newtown (03) 52215444

• Enterprise- Boxes and Bunches

St Laurence
90 Station lake Rd Lara (03) 52821405

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

342 Murray St Colac
03 52322777

Food Services
• Catering
• Café (2 retail and
3 managed by
Kommercial)
• Corporate Gifts –
Gourmet Food Range
• Food preparation
and processing
(fully accredited
commercial kitchen)

Botanic Cafe on the Lake
Colac Laundry and Ironing Service
Document Destruction
Integrated Property Maintenance
Kui Nursery
The Pickle Gallery
The Otway Kitchen
Art Unlimited

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Appendix 1: International Research
Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE)
The Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE) program provides a useful example of an Anchor
Organisation Model. Participating enterprises are placed in one of three categories: (1) Direct to
Matching: do not need additional assistance to be matched with anchors; (2) External Resource
Connections: given information about local organisations providing business support services in
technical assistance, financing, business certification, and other topics so that they can gain experience
before contracting with anchors; (3) Capacity Building: poised to be potential suppliers to anchors,
but need additional business education, including best practices for working with anchors, to support
their continued growth; and selected to participate in additional training programs and provided with
opportunities to pitch to senior procurement officers from Anchor Organisations.

Chicago Anchors for a Strong Economy (CASE)

Economic Gardening

CASE fosters strategic relationships between
anchor institutions (universities, cultural institutions,
hospitals, government, businesses, etc.) and
small businesses who can supply their needs,
to build economic vitality across Chicago’s
neighbourhoods
www.worldbusinesschicago.com/case

More information is available at:
www.citiesspeak.org/2013/01/11/what-iseconomic-gardening-and-why-does-it-matter
and
http://edwardlowe.org/entrepreneurshipprograms/economic-gardening/

For those existing enterprises identified as having strong potential to become larger local employers
through accessing markets outside the region, Economic Gardening may be a useful model to inform
thinking. Economic Gardening is often referred to as a ‘grow from within’ approach that focuses on
second-stage businesses and entrepreneurs – those that have moved beyond start-up but have not
yet reached maturity (in this case, possibly newly identified additional potential). These businesses
have different needs to small businesses and start-ups. Economic Gardening focuses on strategic
issues associated with market research and provide specialist support that individual businesses may
not be able to afford access to individually. For example: identifying new markets, industry trends
and competitive intelligence; mapping geographic areas for qualified sales leads; raising visibility in
search engine results and increasing website traffic; tracking websites and online communities to better
connect with customers. Proponents of the model suggest that whilst Economic Gardening doesn’t
deliver hundreds of jobs quickly, the impact over time can be impressive, and it also contributes to
building an entrepreneurial culture in a region.

Branding for local enterprises
‘Local’ branding initiatives create identity, build pride, and make it easier for purchasers to identify
businesses they may wish to support with their spend budgets. This includes the types of organisations
that are or will become Compact Members and Anchor Organisations. There are many initiatives of this
nature underway around the world, with an important consideration being how ‘local’ will be verified –
i.e. ensuring it carries weight and is trusted by the targeted consumers.
However, ‘buy local’ programs can also be a way to connect much smaller enterprises. For example,
the GROW strategic plan identifies SMEs as representing 95% of local businesses who employ over 50%
of the local workforce. Helping this sector to grow and thrive and so increase the number of local jobs
available can often involve improving awareness and stimulating activity amongst retail customers
(rather than the business-to-business focus of much of the above commentary). Some kind of visible
branding is an important part of this and there are many programs of this nature happening all over
the world.
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Interesting variation on the ‘buy local’ movement are the SFMade www.sfmade.org and Seattle Made
www.seattlemade.org/about programs which focus on stimulating local manufacturing – of everything
from food and energy to materials and consumer products. A manufacturing focus could be an
interesting one to explore for the Geelong Region, given its association with this sector historically and
potentially transferable skills and other resources that may be present in the local community.
e.g. San Francisco Made
Purpose:
> Empowering manufacturers
> Creating jobs and transforming our city
Focus Areas:
> Advising & Workshops
> Strategic Consultations
> Finding People, Space & Capital
> Membership & Branding
Business Development:
> Advising & Workshops
> People, Space & Capital
> Membership & Branding
> Other Resources
> Service Providers
> Sourcing Assistance
> Advising & Mentoring

G21 Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Report
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Appendix 2: Detailed Industry Analysis
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Appendix 3: Project Workshop Attendees
Regional Procurement Economic Modelling Project Workshop Attendees
ORGANISATION

POSITION

NAME

Alcoa

Senior Communications &
Engagement Advisor

Kate Betts

ArcBlue Consulting

Director

Chris Newman

ArcBlue Consulting

Senior Consultant

Tony Kerr

ArcBlue Consulting

Therese Philippa

Backwell IXL Pty Ltd

Purchasing Manager

Kelvin Stones

Barwon Health

Interim Chief Executive Officer

Paul Cohen

Barwon Timber

General Manager

Anita Trengrove

Barwon Water

Manager of Corporate Support
Services

Paul Rawson

Bendigo Bank

Senior Manager Business & City
Development

Pat Murnane

BITC Business IT and
Communications

Director of ICT Geelong

Geoff Crowl

City of Greater Geelong

General Manager Investment &
Attraction

Brett Luxford

City of Greater Geelong

Senior Contracts Officer

Peter Walker

Colac Otway Shire

General Manager, Development
and Community Services

Brydon King

Colac Otway Shire

Community Development Officer

Sue Luke

Corio Waste Management

Chief Executive Officer

Mat Dickens

Costa Asset Management

General Manager – Property

Todd Devine

Deakin University

Executive Director, Campus
Services

Chris Jones

Enterprise Geelong

Business & Investment
Development

Simon Jackson

Enterprise Geelong

Industry Development Officer

Hayley Ince

Farm Foods Pty Ltd

Managing Director

Nicholas Kerr

G21-Geelong Region Alliance

Chief Executive Officer

Elaine Carbines

Geelong Manufacturing Council

Engineering Network Manager
(ENG)

Kevin Foard

Geelong Planning Authority

Economic Development
Coordinator RDV

Virginia Todd

Gforce Employment Solutions

Chief Executive Officer

Rob Birch

Gforce Employment Solutions

Finance Manager

Brendan Davie

GHD

Manager Southwest Victoria

Peter Meyer

Give Where You Live Foundation

Chief Executive Officer

Bill Mithen
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ORGANISATION

POSITION

NAME

Give Where You Live Foundation

Community Impact & Grants
Manager

Lesley Lightfoot

Give Where You Live Foundation

GROW Director

Anne O'Brien

Give Where You Live Foundation

GROW Engagement

Liz Everist

GMHBA

Corporate Accountant

Andrew Burn

GMHBA

Executive Manager Human
Resources

Tim Boyd

Godfrey Hirst

Operations Director

Tim Maishman

Gordon TAFE

Financial Controller

Brendan Snookes

Hamlan Homes

General Manager

Andrew Carroll

ICN Industry Capability Network

Industry Advisor – Strategic
Projects and Supply Chains

Peter McCracken

Johnstaff

Senior Project Manager

Louise Tozer

Kane Constructions Pty Ltd

Director

Richard Sutterby

Karingal

Financial Controller

Rebecca Berryman

'Life. Be in it.' Australia Ltd

Managing Director

Dr Colin Benjamin OAM FAICD

Lyons Construction

Contracts Manager

Shane Drury

Probuild Construction Pty Ltd

Project Manager

Ben Hassett

Pundit Connect

Chief Executive Officer

James Baird

Regional Development Victoria

Economic Development
Coordinator

Stephen Ryan

Regional Development Victoria

Investment and Trade Specialist –
Manufacturing

Lisa Pitre

Regional Development Victoria

Manager Economic
Development

Kerri Erler

Regional Development Victoria

Policy Officer

Dominic Szeker

Social Traders

Head of Market & Sector
Development

Mark Daniels

Tract Consultants Pty Ltd

Principal Town Planner

Kirsten Kilpatrick

Viva Energy Australia – Geelong
Refinery

Contracts & Procurement Lead

Patrick Stock

Whittington Works Alliance

Senior Facilitator, Community
Development

Mark Farrugia
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